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Merlin James

Galleria P420 is pleased to present two parallel solo exhibitions, by the painter
Merlin James (Cardiff, 1960) and by Marie Cool Fabio Balducci (Valenciennes,
1961 and Ostra, 1964). These two independent shows mark the beginning of
collaboration between P420 and these artists.
Installed in the first room of the gallery, the exhibition by Merlin James,
Welsh by birth and residing in Scotland, presents a dozen paintings from
various stages in his career, offering a glimpse – as Davide Ferri points out in
an essay written for the show – of something like series, open, not conclusive,
constantly in progress, that are reconfigured and reciprocally revisited, also by
means of contrasts and apparent differences. In his works, references to genre
painting and erudite citations can meet and overlap, in simple, abandoned
figuration, where the contradictions of more ambiguous marks and signs can be
incorporated in the image, or escape from it, complicating and opening up the
interpretation.
His canvases seem to be coming to grips with something crooked: slightly
irregular stretchers, cuts, holes, wounds, stitching, grafts of various materials,
chance. But freedom, in art, does not imply doing what you want – to quote Luca
Bertolo and Sofia Silva in an essay on Merlin James from 2017 – but discovering
that you want exactly what you have done. To make, without knowing precisely
what, to take the plunge and then to choose, layer after layer, choice after choice,
chance after chance.
In the second room of the gallery, and actually already in the area of the
offices, we encounter the works of Marie Cool Fabio Balducci. Marie hails
from the north of France and contemporary dance, while Fabio is from the
province of Ancona, visual arts and cinema. The two began working together in
1995, developing a body of work that is hard to define or to insert in the classic
categories of art.
Composed of actions they do not call performances, objects they do not
call sculptures, and works on paper they do not call drawings, the works of
Marie Cool Fabio Balducci almost always make use of objects resulting from
the bankruptcy of companies, or from layoffs of workers (tables, managerial
desks, pencils sold off to the highest bidder, copy machines, etc.), deployed in a
series of actions usually carried out by Marie herself. The objects, now removed
from the production cycle, liquidated, put aside, reminders of a productivity that
once existed, are reactivated by simple, slow, iconic actions that trigger complex
political, social and economic reflections of great timeliness.
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Merlin James

To write only briefly of Merlin James is a fairly delicate task. As yet not
sufficiently well known in Italy, he is widely mentioned by painting connoisseurs
and painters I admire, not only in regard to his painting but also his writing.
His pieces on the Alinari Brothers or Serge Charchoune are concise examples of
critical clarity and lucidity; rereading his lecture entitled Painting per se, in which
he invites reflection on any given language’s specificity, as opposed to some
generic idea of multimediality, is always regenerative.
Some of the most illuminating words I’ve read on Merlin James come from
Luca Bertolo and Sofia Silva in a text they wrote together entitled Il limite Merlin,
an account of their visit to the artist’s last person show in Milano and their zig
zag past the paintings on display. Their observations and notes on the various
works concludes with a statement I find particularly revealing: “a good painting
is never an image, but rather an object flirting with an image without ever really
coinciding with it”.
Now what exactly does that mean? Among other things, I believe it has
something to do with the idea that anyone who aims at figuration must begin
with the awareness that a painting is no longer a coherent and complete place of
representation (no longer a window, considered in Renaissance terms, neither
a pure surface, as certain Modernists would have it) but instead a stuttering,
profound, detailed, inevitably discontinuous and incoherent place; a space that
obliges its figures to come to terms with the material of their articulation – a
support, a framework, and outline, maybe even a picture frame or even the
reverse of one that amounts to the ”painting object”.
MJ canvases are small or medium-sized, and always give the idea of having
something a little wrong with them, something under the surface that belies the
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naivety and apparent simplicity of certain images of his that often coincide with
the genre: slight irregularities in the frame, solid surfaces steeped in materials,
sandy, even hairy things (the artist has applied hair, horsehair, bamboo fuzz
to many of his canvases) that seem to have accumulated on top of them. Some
canvases also look secondhand, repainted or recomposed with scraps of old
canvases. With slight swellings, hollows, rips, holes, stitches…
These inconsistencies make for skips and discrepancies in the image,
jarring planes, fuzzy outlines. Among all the marks the artist deposits on his
surface, some elude representation entirely: they’re just blobs, swathes, colored
panels, hypotheses of abstraction sharing the space with figures. Elsewhere, the
figure appears instead to swallow the stains and the irregularities in the canvas
in lieu of generating its own. Further afield, the marks and squares subvert
relationships between the painting’s planes and zones, complicating things and
offering other possible readings of the images.
Coast (2000 – 2002), for instance, displayed at the show, looks like nothing
more than a small “marine”, a nocturne of some gulf or coastline if not for its
textured, vibrating surface – and raised square at the center – that suggests
another, pre-existing image, a subterranean image that seems to corrode or
stir the peaceful scene depicted on top. How else to explain the two colored
rectangles in Fence (2000 – 2019) if not as arbitrarily reconfigured abstract forms
(given the title and certain quick gestures that score the surface) or “fence” that
defines the wide brown expanse?
Of my one visit to Merlin James’s studio in Glasgow many years ago, I recall
a series of cloudy contrasts. A gloomy, overcast day, Rangers (or Celtic) were
scheduled to take the field at the stadium not far away. Exuberant fans thronged
the pubs and streets waiting for the kickoff, police on horseback attempted to
maintain order. Of the paintings Merlin James showed me that day, but only in
passing during our chat in his sitting room crammed with books and catalogs,
I particularly remember some small canvases depicting viewers or spectators
from the back. A few are also on hand at this show, works that reconfigure the
painting as “landscape with figure” as the relationship between the heads of
observers/spectators seen from close up in the foreground and a background that
could be many different things: a movie screen, a stage, or simply the hazy part
of the painting, with abstract blots and fields of color.
Viewer (2006), in particular, establishes a network of relationships that goes
beyond being merely descriptive, confounding the image’s planes of distances
and proximities through ambiguous composition: the squares/fields of color at
the lower corners bring some of the tones in the background into closer view;
the distance between the figure and the background can dissolve if the green
shape in the middle distance is recognized as some type of hat worn by the
figure in the foreground.
The show also features a number of exemplary works from an important
series that MJ has been developing since 2010: paintings whose frames he
has “reinvented” and colored to become a part of the image and interact with
what he paints on fine, transparent polyester or nylon “canvases” (mostly
blots and hints of landscape, with houses, clouds, hills). Merlin names them
Trasparencies. What exactly are these frames, then? Different hypotheses of a
three-dimensional illusory place that owe their development to articulations
of the painting’s material? New scripts for images? New perspective grids?
Modernist frames? Elements that complete the image from the inside? Or to
the contrary, unsurmountable obstacles to the natural growth of the image, as
if to remind us that a painting is always an object?

Shows of the work of Merlin James are generally paced with a rhythm
I would call paratactic: a loosely assembled, dispassionate sequence of
paintings that apparently has no intention of highlighting, say, the most
emblematic, nor indicating chronology or series. Anything even remotely
resembling “categories” remain open, inconclusive, in constant states
of becoming, that interact and vie with one another, also through their
contrasts and apparent heterogeneity. So do the single paintings to be
seen at this show. Some have long stories behind them, extended periods
of gestation that imply second thoughts, wiping out and superimposing:
accretions of material life to the canvas.
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Merlin James, Viewer, 2006
mixed media on canvas, 52 x 42 cm
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Merlin James, House and Cloud, 2010
mixed media, 71 x 56 cm

Detail

Merlin James, Untitled, 2020
acrylic on canvas, 20 x 33,5 cm
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Merlin James, Audience, sd
mixed media on canvas, 30 x 40 cm

Merlin James, House Model, 2005-2006
mixed media on canvas, 32 x 50 cm

Detail
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Merlin ames, Coast, 2000-2002
mixed media on canvas, 42 x 46,5 cm

Detail
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Merlin James, Buildings, 2012
mixed media, 42,5 x 56 cm

Detail

Merlin James, Untitable, 2005-2008
acrylic on canvas, 65 x 70 cm

Detail
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London (2009). A solo exhibition is
scheduled for 2021 at Musée des
Beaux-Arts, Lausanne, as well as one at
DAAD Gallery, Berlin. Their works are
in the permanent collections of many
institutions in the world, including MoMA,
New York, Centre Pompidou, Paris and
Mudam, Luxembourg.

Marie Cool Fabio Balducci
Excerpt from an interview by Simone Menegoi
published in Flash Art on February 20, 2017

The first time I heard about
you, it was in relation to the rule you have
followed for years of not sending any photographic or video material of your actions
to curators, critics and gallerists interested
in your work. Instead, you offered to do live
“demonstrations” in the places of work or
homes of the people who contacted you. Why
this choice? Were you wary regarding the
mediation of images, fixed or in motion? And
why do you make exceptions to the rule today?
I know that for some time you have been
producing videos, for exhibitions and for the
market.
Marie Cool Fabio Balducci Concerning the control of the circulation of actions and images,
we decided on that policy starting in 1997,
when we felt the need to protect the meaning of what we were doing. At first we sought
direct contact with curators and artists (and
it should be said that the artists were immediately the ones most interested): we asked
for their tables so we could make our work,
we asked for their spaces so we could occupy
them with our reality. We asked for a direct
experience on the part of the outside world,
hence the rejection of documentation, which
is itself media. We thought that everything in
the experience should be spontaneous, so to
speak, utopian. However, around 2006-07 this
aspect was being incorrectly interpreted as
dogmatic, so we decided to produce video documentation. It was a contradiction that had to
be crossed. And at that point we understood
that the contradiction brought us the freedom
we had at the outset, with the rule. But let’s be
careful: the rule was a discipline, not a law.
SM In terms of media, how do you think of
your work? Can the definition of “performance” suffice?
MC/FB The terms “sculpture” and “drawing”
might be more appropriate, though we do not
like definitions, which always seem limiting.
Nevertheless, in our operations mobility (in
space) seems natural and indispensable, like
Simone Menegoi

Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, frame from the video
made at GAK, Bremen, DE, September 2019

the constant practice of antithesis: it is an attitude of negation, in the end, that defines our
activity.
SM What is your background? When did you
start working together?
MC/FB We began to work together in 1995, and
the practice immediately took on the same
configuration it has today. We both felt that
the experiences from which we came had
become depleted, Marie from contemporary
dance, Fabio from the visual arts and cinema,
and the same was true of our respective places
of origin (Marie from the north of France,
near Belgium, Fabio from central Italy).
SM In the actions, it is always just Marie in
front of the audience. What is your role in
the duo, Fabio? How does your collaboration
work?
MC/FB We only work together on rare occasions. We have different times and dynamics of reflection, and this difference does not
permit linear, peaceful collaboration; but by
having a clear idea of the meaning and objectives of the work, our interaction happens only
to decide whether a certain action is compatible. The singularity of Marie in “activity” is
not prescriptive, since the attitude of our work

is not systematic. Lately, in fact, other people
have performed the actions in Marie’s stead.
SM I don’t think I’ve ever seen one of your
actions that was not performed by Marie. It is
hard for me to imagine the works without her
presence, without the hypnotic precision of
her gestures. How does it work when the role
is delegated? How do you choose the people
who will carry out the actions during the
course of an exhibition?
MC/FB In the passage from Marie to another
person, the possible loss of precision seems
interesting, because in this phase of our
research the question we want to raise is if an
individual revolt can become collective. We do
not choose the extraneous people who do the
action. The only preference we express is for
people who do not work by profession in the
world of culture. Normally the people are proposed by associations that work generically on
job placement. Another reason why we have
decided to change the material performer of
the action was the need to avoid having it be
identified only with the figure of Marie, and
to focus the meaning of the action on the relationship between the human figure at large
and the everyday objects of the world, in the
combined mode of resistance and revolt.
SM Speaking of objects: many of your actions
are done on tables. Ordinary office tables.
And your static works are all placed on tables,
using the top as an integral part. What does
the “table object” mean to you?
MC/FB For us, the table represents a shared
surface of production, a space of productivity and socializing. However, it is also an
object through which to specify a hierarchy
between people and between things. We try
to put into focus the surface par excellence of
today’s society, and we try to block the automatic sense of the actions carried out on this
space every day. Most of the objects we use
to block the table are practically obsolete in
today’s work practices, and have gone out of
use as individualities inside a systemic logic. It
is no coincidence that we use slowness in the
actions: as an oppositional practice.
SM I see your work as a significant example of the relationship between art and politics. Significant because it is not obvious, not
entrusted to explicit “contents.” On the one
hand, there are rarified actions and sculptures,

that stimulate an attention of a contemplative
type, and seem to rely on a silent, protected
dimension – the classic white cube, if you will.
On the other, there is your passion for rebellion against the establishment, albeit political or religious: in the anthology of texts you
sent me to prepare for this conversation, there
are Luddite mottos, quotations from Ulrike
Meinhof, fragments from gnostic heresiarchs,
anarchic slogans… At which point do these
two components meet in your poetics? Where,
and how, is the spark ignited that triggers
their mutual detonation?
MC/FB We need to think about the calm revolt
of Bartleby (“I would prefer not to”): faint and
humble in its form, but insistent. This (individual) position is what interests us.
SM Last September you showed in an abandoned industrial complex at the gates of
Bergamo (Contemporary Locus 09, curated by
Paola Tognon). The spaces still bore the signs
of the work once carried out there. Was it
interesting for you to work in a space with
such vivid connotations? Which works did
you show?
MC/FB We presented three actions: Untitled,
A4 paper, office table from 2002; Untitled, two
roles of adhesive tape, office table, also from
2002; Untitled, 60 cm plastic ruler, spotlight, office
table, 2010, and Untitled, adhesive tape, water,
office table, 2011. The latter situation calls for
a table whose top is totally invaded by water
that is held in place inside the border, for physical reasons, only by a very thin line of tape:
a relationship between artificial and natural
elements, of which the natural one, water, is
objectively impossible to control for institutions and power. In the space, we inserted
elements of our work like a chair and Fresnel
lenses, not as finished works but as indices
of an open situation, not yet decided or concluded. Objects awaiting subsequent choices.
The space of the exhibition suggested the
choice of “terse,” “dry” actions, decided on a
few days prior to the installation. We define
the tension that develops in our work alongside the poetic tension as “dry.” We wanted to
avoid the seductive nature of the place and its
particular memory; to emphasize that would
have been a contradiction with respect to the
politics of our work. So we chose actions that
in relation to the spectators were exempt from

the character of the place, and instead developed hermetic situations, in line with the current phase of our activity that favors a “terse”
tone rather than a poetic tone.
SM When you present actions, they are usually repeated throughout the duration of
the exhibition, across all the opening hours
of the space. This is a radical choice that is
a challenge both for the performers (first of
all Marie) and for the institution. What has
prompted you to make this choice?
MC/FB First of all, we felt as if the times
assigned to us by the institution were a serious limit: often our activity was positioned
between one exhibition and the next. On the
part of the institution, there was a clear lack
of difference between the various proposals,
with a purely external focus on the vitality of
the exhibition spaces. To occupy the complete
time of an exhibition is a signal: in this way,
the institution takes its own responsibility in
the choice and presentation of the work. But
the repetition of the actions across the course
of the day also serves so as not to make them
be activated only when the audience enters,
who instead have to realize they are entering a
flow that is already in progress.
SM The actions you have developed over the
years remain ideally active and can be reiterated in your exhibitions, alone or in combination with others. Are you interested in the idea
of a “repertoire,” as happens in music or theater?

Our work is more similar to the ritual,
so the idea of a repertoire in the cumulative
sense of the term doesn’t apply to us. It is this
nature of the work that allows us to display,
together, actions developed also in very distant chronological contexts. Furthermore, the
idea of the repertoire alludes to a systematic
approach that seems normative to us, while
the character of “resistance” seems more
appropriate to define our behavior: opposition,
antithesis is the only feeling that belongs to us.

MC/FB
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Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, sellotape (10-12 mm),
worktables or desks, walls or other surfaces. 2003
installation view
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Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, floor or wall, work table or desk,
sunlight from window or opening, spotlight, workspace. 2014/2016
installation view

Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, floor or wall, work table or desk,
sunlight from window or opening, spotlight, workspace. 2014/2016
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Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, A4 paper printed with the word
OBSCURE, desk, sunlight from window or spotlight, workspace. 2007/2016
GO TO THE VIDEO — password: Cool Balducci

Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, cotton thread taken from
work clothes, saliva, lighter, desk or ground. 2004
installation view

Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, cotton thread taken from
work clothes, saliva, lighter, desk or ground. 2004
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Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, A4 paper printed with
the word OBSCURE, electrostatics, desktop. 2002/2016
installation view

Marie Cool Fabio Balducci, Untitled, A4 paper printed with
the word OBSCURE, electrostatics, desktop. 2002/2016
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